Four Decades of Duff’s
In the Beginning

James bought his ﬁrst Bronco in 1966 and after running the local sand dunes, decided to
desert race in Baja. At the time, parts to toughen up his Bronco were scarce, so he made
many of them himself. His modiﬁcations were so successful, that other Bronco owners began
asking for his help.
During his career he raced with the greats, including Bill Stroppe, Mickey Thompson, Parnelli
Jones, James Garner, Rick Mears, Walker Evans, Ivan Stewart, and Rod Hall. He built products to hold up to the rigors of
off road racing while making them accessible to everyone. Supplying parts for friends in California and customers across the country soon grew
into a full-time business—Duffy’s Bronco Service.
Racing gave way to family four wheeling when the family grew
from two to four. James & Judy helped form the ﬁrst Bronco only
club—Broncos West 4WD Club in West Los Angeles. They frequented
Pismo Beach, Glamis, Big Bear, the Imperial Sand Dunes and other So.
California hot spots. After a devastating ﬁre during the height of the
gas crunch, they reluctantly sold off the majority of the product line
to Mickey Thompson Shocks. Luckily, they didn’t appreciate the Bronco
parts and Judy carried on selling parts out of the garage as Broncoholic
Ent. A life altering vacation to Sequim, Washington brought upon a
change and with the move came a new name, James Duff Enterprises Inc.

Second Generation
The second generation of Duffs grew up in the business. Suzanne
started addressing catalog envelopes and packaging bushings at
eight years-old and when she turned sixteen, she drove the ‘84
Bronco II. Before getting his license, Richard decided to resurrect
the remains of a ‘77 we had in the back yard. He and James spent
many hours together building up “Hi Ho Silver”. Its buildup lead
to the development of many of our products and it still does
today. As they say, necessity is the mother of invention! When
Richard went off to school, he left the Bronco in Suzanne’s trusty
hands. Since then, she has taken it from a half cab to a soft top and from old school to new technology! As you can see, the whole family was pretty stoked about the addition of fuel injection to the 351W in December 2002!
Since then she took it up to 5 1/2” of suspension lift with 2” of body lift and given it a new look with her own paint with help from Dad!
These days, Richard and his wife Laura live in China where he works as a designer for GM (yes, we know it
was hard to take with our blue blood). The 2010 Buick LaCrosse
is his ﬁrst production work to hit the road. Judy ﬁnally got to
turn over the reigns to Suzanne, retire, and has ﬁnally gotten to
attend some events. James spends as much time as he can traveling to events on both coasts, tinkering in the shop, restoring
the rigs (he ﬁnished the Pony Express restiﬁcation just in time
for the 40th Anniversary celebrations) and lend his technical
hand to the development of new Bronco products.
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The (not-so)Hostile Takeover
As the new company president, one of
Suzanne’s ﬁrst tough decisions was to
move the company to a bigger city as
they had just plain outgrown Sequim.
She had visited Knoxville several times
while on wheeling trips to Tellico and
Wheelin’ in the Country. She really liked
the area and the Southern Hospitality.
Ultimately it was chosen because of its
central location for shipping times and
rates for customers and being a larger city it offers a wealth
of suppliers for our manufacturing needs.
Its now been four years since our move and are ﬁnding Knoxville to
be a great new home. Fourwheeling in the East brought us to discover
new needs-- thus the creation of the new Hi Ho Loco-- a big sister/
evil twin to Silver. Narrowed 8”, sporting full width Dana 60 and
Sterling 10.25” axles donated from a 1992 F350. A well built 351W
with Howell Fuel Injection, Atlas Transfercase, C6. Suspension is our
long Radius Arms with Coilovers and our 4 link Suspension in the
back. Suzy even managed to get Dad to help her do another custom
paint job right in the shop for a birthday present!
Being in the crossroads of major interstates, we get a lot more people
stopping in to visit than we did at the old shop. We don’t have a
showroom yet but we’d still love to see you. If you can’t make to
us, odds are you’ll see Suzanne at one of the events featured in the
catalog that she attends throughout the country with her good ol’
standby co-pilot Ben (the dog).
One of our latest changes is the elimination of the gold or yellow zinc
plating that has been our signature for years. Enviromental restrictions are making this process more rare so we will be switching to
clear zinc or powdercoating as a result. Also, please don’t be offended
when you get your shipment, we
are trying to use more recycled
packaging materials when possible.
Thanks for your interest in our
company! We wouldn’t still be
here after 40 years if it wasn’t for
our wonderful customers! We hope
to see you on the trails!

No part of this catalog may be used or reproduced without written permission. Copyright
2011 by James Duff Inc. Note: Product design, materials and speciﬁcations subject to change
without notice. Although we have tried our hardest to catch them all, we have to say
“we are not responsible for printing errors made in the production of this catalog.”
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Evolutionary

It is no accident that James Duff
Inc. has been the industry leader
for aftermarket Early Bronco
parts for 40 years. Our signature
products have been meticulously
honed to perfection by years of
real-world testing by our team
and customers alike.

Revolutionary

Our team is always
researching and developing
new, innovative products. We
listen to your suggestions
and do our best to please.
Plus, we use our Broncos for
not only fun or daily drivers
but as inspiration for that
exciting new product.

Demanding Quality

James Duff Inc. manufactures
many of our products for the
simple reason- “If you want it
done right... do it yourself”. No
product gets it’s signature Duff
Blue color until it passes our
ﬁnal inspection.

Attention to Detail

Nothing escapes the scrutiny of
the Duff team from the quality
of the welding to the design of
the shipping boxes. This helps
ensure not only no hassles but
your overall safety.

Customer Service

The Duff team is hand picked
for not only general Bronco
knowledge but every nook &
cranny of our products.
Give us a call, put us to the test.
You will be glad you did!

70/30 Auto Adjust Shocks

A shock is a tension dampener, used on vehicle suspensions
to control spring rebound. Conventional 50/50 valved shocks
use equal pressure on both compression and extension. That
creates a choppy ride, overheating shocks as they try to control compression instead of letting the spring do it’s job.
Unhappy with the choices available, we tuned our own
AUTO ADJUST SHOCKS for Ford’s coil spring suspensions. Our
shocks are valved 70% rebound, 30% compression. With our
suspension systems, the coils are engineered so the shocks
aren’t needed for compression control. Our shocks smooth
out the ride by controlling rebound.
•70% Rebound, 30% Compression
•Twin Tube Construction
•Foam Cell in a 2 3/8” Reserve Tube
•1 3/8” High Temperature Iron Piston
•Double Welded Ends
•5/8” Hardened, Chromed Piston Rod
•Corrosion Resistant Baked White Finish
•Blue Polyurethane End Bushings
•10 Stage Auto Speed Adjusting
•Multi Viscosity, All Weather Fluid
•Internal Urethane Bumpstop
Cellular foam keeps the ﬂuid inside the shock from aerating
as it does in cheaper shocks. Aeration is what causes fading
and poor performance. The combination of 10 stage auto
speed adjusting valves with the all weather, multi viscosity ﬂuid enables these shocks to maintain the consistent
performance level we demand for on and offroad driving.
For ultimate suspension tuning, properly valved shocks are
a MUST. High quality construction, built to last. Limited
lifetime warranty to original purchaser. See full warranty
in back of catalog. We will be happy to consult with you to
determine which shocks will properly ﬁt your vehicle.
#8108 to 8116 70/30 Auto Adjust Shock $36
#8900 Blue Shock Boot purchased with Shock $2 each

Same great design and quality construction as our other shocks, with added
features for long travel and high articulation suspensions. The ﬁrst of these features is length. Our 8120
is 35.5” extended and 20.5” collapsed. With 15” of vertical travel, this is the longest shock available in
this style. It would take going to a expensive racing shock system to get this kind of travel. They also
include a larger narrower eye loop, utilizing a extremely ﬂexible rubber bushing with thick shoulders. The
result is a bushing that will twist as much as possible in all directions, but still maintain its anti-vibration
characteristics and durability. This eye design has twice the articulation of the standard eye design with
an hourglass bushing. Shock mount ﬂexibility is important because without it the shock will bind, limiting
suspension travel. These shocks not only work great crawling over trails at 6 hours per mile, but also at
60 miles per hour over freeways, washboards and sand dunes.
#8120 70/30 Auto Adjust Long Travel Shock $45

Tire Size Chart
Lift Height
Stock

Fenders
Uncut
Flares

Max. Rec. Tire Size
P195/70R15
P245/75R15

2” Lift

Uncut
Flares

P235/70R15
31x10.5”

3.5” Suspension
3.5”+2” Body lift

Uncut
Flares
Flares

31x9.5”
33x12.5”
35x12.5”

5.5”
5.5”+2” Body lift

Flares
Flares

36x12.5”
38x12.5”

Suspension Components

Long Travel Shock

Notes: Tire size can vary depending on wheel offset, wheel width and tire
tread design. These sizes are based on a 15x8 wheel with 3.5” backspace.
These tire sizes are a general guide line because a wider tire or offset rim can
cause interference with the sheet metal. A large lugged mud tire will also
require more clearance or a shorter overall height in order to clear compared
to an All-Terrain tread style. A 2” body lift will generally allow a 1.5” to 2”
taller and wider tire to be used. For even more clearance our fender ﬂares
can be added and the sheet metal trimmed to clear the tires.

EYE TO EYE SHOCKS
SHOCK#
8110 8115 8114
COLLAPSED 15”
16”
17.3”
EXTENDED
24.25” 26.25” 29.25”
STATIC
19.5” 20.25” 23.25”
TRAVEL
9.25” 10.25” 11.94”
PRICE
$36
$36
$36

8120
20.5”
35.5”
28”
15”
$45

STUD TOP / EYE BOTTOM SHOCKS
SHOCK#
8116 8108 8111
COLLAPSED 10.5” 12.25” 13.5”
EXTENDED
15.5” 19.25” 21”
STATIC
13”
15.75” 17.25”
TRAVEL
5”
7”
7.5”
PRICE
$29
$36
$36
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Suspension Components

Progressive Rate Coil Springs, Simply the Best

We took our decades of experience in Early Bronco suspensions and used that knowledge to design the ﬁrst progressive
rate coil springs in the mid-1980’s. We have continually updated the design through the years since to reﬂect the changing needs of our customers. We feel ours are the best progressive rate coil springs on the market, period!
We realize that every Bronco owner uses their vehicle in a different way. We addressed this by utilizing at least
four rate stages to provide excellent on road ride and handling, as well as great suspension travel that lasts.
Longevity is extremely important since most people don’t want to be buying springs every couple years.
Our progressive coil rate gradually increases as the coil compresses. The upper wraps are softer for
a more comfortable street ride; the middle rates are a bit ﬁrmer to handle bumps and dips without jarring; and the last few wraps are a higher rate so that they control the up travel to prevent
bottoming out. The progressive nature of the spring also allows for better and more predictable
handling by helping keep the vehicle ﬂatter in the corners and limiting body lean. All of our coils
are blue powder coated for durability.
#5103 Stock Height Coil $150
#5107 3.5” Lift Coils $160
#5109 5.5” Lift Coils $170

Back in the days of the
high dollar pit trucks!

Mint 400

Duffy in the
Baja Dust Bowl

Strut
Bushing

Track Bar
Bracket
Front Bump
Stop

Strut
Bushing

Tracking Bar
Bushings
Tracking Bar
Bushings
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The Original Baja
Pit Crew: Lyle
(Judy’s Dad) &
Jim Haskins

Lower Dual
Shock Mount

Retaining Bolts

Bushing placement
“Rear Bottom”
Bushing placement
“Front Bottom”
“C” Bushing End Cap

SYSTEM B

SYSTEM B: Basic 3.5” Suspension
Basic Street & Trail System for you on a budget.

3.5” Progressive Rate Coils, 6.25° 14 piece Bushing Kit, Large Add-a-leafs,
Tracking Bar Drop Bracket, U-bolts, 4 Shocks & boots.
#5000B System B: 66-75 Bronco• $459
#5001B System B: 76-77 Bronco $459

Suspension Systems

Beneﬁts of a Duff System: Why a complete package is better...
These systems are the best available because they are designed so all of the components work together to improve ride and handling under
varying conditions. Our suspensions keep in mind the daily driver and full-time four-wheeler, someone who wants to ride comfortably and
safely both on the street and on the trail. Designs are based on a Bronco Hardtop with a 302 engine. Less weight (from a 6 cyl or no top)
or more weight (from engine swaps, winches, heavy bumpers, etc.) will affect the amount of lift. Our budget oriented systems use add-aleafs for the rear end rather than blocks (which cause stress on u-bolts, u-joints and exaggerate axle wrap). Inspect your leaf springs for
sagging, cracks or daylight between leafs before ordering. Add-a-leafs will not make up for tired or cracked leafs. Upgrading to a new leaf
spring pack system may be necessary. •Note: If you have a ‘66 with the stock rear stud mount shocks, we recommend upgrading to either
a #5500, #5215 or #5214 for maximum travel and performance.

*Upgrade this system to the improved ride and travel of our leaf
springs. System B+ substitutes new leaf packs for the add-a-leafs.
Specify Medium Duty or Heavy Duty see page 21 for speciﬁcations
System 5000B+ 66-75• $899
System 5001B+ 76-77 $899
SYSTEM D

SYSTEM D: 3.5” Deluxe Suspension
Adds Classic Double Shocks to the Basic System for
Better Performance and Handling.

3.5” Progressive Rate Coils, 6.25° 14 piece Bushing Kit, Large Add-a-leafs,
Tracking Bar Drop Bracket, U-bolts, Front & Rear Double Shock Mounts, 8
shocks & boots.
#5000D System D: 66-75 Bronco• $709
#5001D System D: 76-77 Bronco $709

SYSTEM F

*Upgrade this system to the improved ride and travel of our leaf
springs. System D+ substitutes new leaf packs for the add-a-leafs.
Specify Medium Duty or Heavy Duty see page 21 for speciﬁcations
System 5000D+ 66-75• $1150
System 5001D+ 76-77 $1150

SYSTEM F: 3.5” Original Hoop Suspension
Adds Original Dual Shock Hoops to the Basic System
for increased Travel

3.5” Progressive Rate Coils, Stage 1 Original Hoop Mounts, Classic Rear
Double Shock Mounts, 6.25° 14 piece Bushing Kit, Large Add-a-leafs,
Tracking Bar Drop Bracket, U-bolts, 8 Shocks & boots.
Also Shown with #5101 double shock mounts

#5000F System F: 66-75 Bronco• $859
#5001F System F: 76-77 Bronco $859
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Suspension Systems

The Ultimate
All-around Suspension
The Ultimate systems take the
Original Hoop System suspensions
and carry it one step further with
the addition of our eleven leaf soft
ride springs. For 3.5 & 5.5” lifts,
they come in either medium duty or
heavy duty depending on your vehicle
specs.* By using replacement leafs
instead of add-a-leafs, you greatly increase your ride quality and along with Original Hoops and our progressive rate coils, these
springs provide excellent articulation without a body lift or major structural modiﬁcations.
Articulation and comfort... the best of both worlds! Due to vehicle variations and use, for
optimum performance, you may need one or more of the items listed in the box below.

SYSTEM G: 3.5” Ultimate Suspension

*See page 21 for determining vehicle
specs for leaf pack choice.

3.5” Progressive Rate Coils, 6.25° 14 piece Bushing Kit, 11 Leaf Soft Ride Springs,
Tracking Bar Drop Bracket, U-bolts, Original Shock Hoops, Classic Rear Double Shock
Mounts, 8 Shocks with boots, Urethane Shackle Bushings.
#5000G-MD System G: 66-75 Bronco, Medium Duty Leafs* $1275
#5001G-MD System G: 76-77 Bronco, Medium Duty Leafs* $1275
#5000G-HD System G: 66-75 Bronco, Heavy Duty Leafs* $1275
#5001G-HD System G: 76-77 Bronco, Heavy Duty Leafs* $1275

As every vehicle has its own quirks,
depending on your vehicle, you may need
one or more of the following for proper
handling when lifting 3” or more:

SYSTEM K: 5.5” Ultimate Suspension

Stage 3 Extended Radius Arms
#5350 $699 page 14

5.5” Progressive Rate Coils, 7° 14 piece Bushing Kit, 11 Leaf Soft Ride Springs, Heavy
Duty Tracking Bar Drop Bracket, Adjustable Radius Arm Drop Brackets, U-bolts, Original
Shock Hoops, Classic Rear Double Shock Mounts, 8 Shocks, Urethane Shackle Bushings.
#5000K-MD System K: 66-75 Bronco, Medium Duty Leafs* $1675
#5001K-MD System K: 76-77 Bronco, Medium Duty Leafs* $1675
#5000K-HD System K: 66-75 Bronco, Heavy Duty Leafs* $1675
#5001K-HD System K: 76-77 Bronco, Heavy Duty Leafs* $1675

Adjustable Radius Arm Drop Brackets
#5430 $199 page 20
Extended Brake Lines #3931 $79 pg 31
Drop Pitman Arm #5473 $64.75
or #5474 $69.75 page 27
E-Brake Cables #3756 $35 page 31
Bump Stops #6315 $99.50 page 25
Adjustable Track Bar
#5403 or #5404 $139.95 page 27
Adjustable Drag Link #5479 $179 page 27
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B.Y.O.B. is a growing event held in Sterling, Massachusetts in May.
For more info check out: bringyourownbronco.com

Leaf Spring Shims #5542-46 $49 page 21

Suspension Systems

Stage 2 Long Travel (Body Lift)
Suspension Systems
The Long Travel systems are the Ultimate Suspensions with our
Stage 2 Long Travel Shock Hoops, Stage 2 Rear Shock Mounts,
and Long Travel Shocks. These shock mounts are designed to
be used with at least a 2” body lift. The mounts allow you to
take full advantage of the travel in our springs. These systems
will provide excellent articulation along with a comfortable ride on
and off-road. Better articulation and still comfortable... the best of
both worlds!

SYSTEM J: 3.5” Stage 2 Suspension

3.5” Progressive Rate Coils, 6.25° 14 piece Bushing Kit, 11 Leaf Soft Ride
Springs, Tracking Bar Drop Bracket, U-bolts, Stage 2 Long Travel Shock
Hoops, Stage 2 Rear Shock Mounts, 4-8120 Long Travel Shocks, 4-8114
Shocks, Urethane Shackle Bushings. *At least a 2” body lift required.
#5000J-MD System J: 66-75 Bronco, Medium Duty Leafs $1495
#5001J-MD System J: 76-77 Bronco, Medium Duty Leafs $1495
#5000J-HD System J: 66-75 Bronco, Heavy Duty Leafs $1495
#5001J-HD System J: 76-77 Bronco, Heavy Duty Leafs $1495

SYSTEM L: 5.5” Stage 2 Suspension

5.5” Progressive Rate Coils, 7° 14 piece Bushing Kit, 11 Leaf Soft Ride Springs, Heavy Duty Tracking
Bar Drop Bracket, U-bolts, Adjustable Radius Arm Drop Brackets Stage 2 Long Travel Shock Hoops,
Stage 2 Rear Shock Mounts, 4-8120 Long Travel Shocks, 4-8114 Shocks, Urethane Shackle Bushings.
*At least a 2” body lift required.
#5000L-MD System L: 66-75 Bronco, Medium Duty Leafs $1895
#5001L-MD System L: 76-77 Bronco, Medium Duty Leafs $1895
#5000L-HD System L: 66-75 Bronco, Heavy Duty Leafs $1895
#5001L-HD System L: 76-77 Bronco, Heavy Duty Leafs $1895

System J
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I have your Stage 2 System with an ARB
up front and a Detroit in the rear with 36”
TSL’s. I installed it last year and now my rig
is dialed. I live in Reno, NV so we go do the
local trails up in Tahoe all summer long and
I’ve yet to have a problem with the system.
Thanks for all of the R&D you have done to
make this system the best out there.
—D. Polimeni

Hi Ho Silver on Hell’s Revenge in Moab, Utah
Silver is running the System M: 5.5” Monster Kit
with 35” Goodyear MTRs on 15x10 American Racing
rims with OMF Beadlocks. Other specs include: ARB’s
and Disc Brakes front & rear with Full Floating 9”
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Suspension Systems

“Monster” Suspensions

These systems take our Ultimate and Long Travel Suspension
all the way with the addition of our Stage 3 Radius Arms,
Extended Length Brake Lines, E-brake cables, a Heavy
Duty Bump Stop kit and a Drop Pitman Arm.

SYSTEM M: 5.5” Monster Suspension

5.5” Progressive Rate Coils, 6.25° 14 piece Bushing Kit, 11 Leaf
Springs, Stage 3 Radius Arms, HD Track Bar Drop Bracket, U-bolts,
Stage 2 Shock Hoops, Stage 2 Rear Shock Mounts, 4-8120 Long
Travel Shocks, 4-8114 Shocks, Shackle Bushings, Brake hoses,
E-brake cables, HD Bump stops and a Drop pitman arm. *At least a
2” body lift required.
#5000M-MD System M: 66-75 Bronco, MD Leafs $2395
#5001M-MD System M: 76-77 Bronco, MD Leafs $2395
#5000M-HD System M: 66-75 Bronco, HD Leafs $2395
#5001M-HD System M: 76-77 Bronco, HD Leafs $2395

SYSTEM P: 5.5” Monster Suspension
for vehicles without body lift

5.5” Progressive Rate Coils, 6.25° 14 piece Bushing Kit, 11 Leaf Springs, Stage 3 Radius Arms, HD
Track Bar Drop Bracket, U-bolts, Original Stage 1 Shock Hoops, Stage 1 Rear Shock Mounts, 4-8114
Shocks, 4-8115 Shocks, Shackle Bushings, Brake hoses, E-brake cables, HD Bump stops and a Drop
pitman arm.
#5000P-MD System P: 66-75 Bronco, Medium Duty Leafs $2395
#5001P-MD System P: 76-77 Bronco, Medium Duty Leafs $2395
#5000P-HD System P: 66-75 Bronco, Heavy Duty Leafs $2395
#5001P-HD System P: 76-77 Bronco, Heavy Duty Leafs $2395

SYSTEM R: 3.5” Monster Suspension

3.5” Progressive Rate Coils, 4° 14 piece Bushing Kit, 11 Leaf Springs, Stage 3 Radius Arms, HD
Track Bar Drop Bracket, U-bolts, Stage 2 Shock Hoops, Stage 2 Rear Shock Mounts, 4-8120 Long
Travel Shocks, 4-8114 Shocks, Shackle Bushings, Brake hoses, E-brake cables, HD Bump stops and
a Drop pitman arm. *At least a 2” body lift required.
#5000R-MD System R: 66-75 Bronco, Medium Duty Leafs $2395
#5001R-MD System R: 76-77 Bronco, Medium Duty Leafs $2395
#5000R-HD System R: 66-75 Bronco, Heavy Duty Leafs $2395
#5001R-HD System R: 76-77 Bronco, Heavy Duty Leafs $2395

SYSTEM S: 3.5” Monster Suspension for vehicles without body lift
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3.5” Progressive Rate Coils, 4° 14 piece Bushing Kit, 11 Leaf Springs, Stage 3 Radius Arms, HD
Track Bar Drop Bracket, U-bolts, Original Stage 1 Shock Hoops, Stage 1 Rear Shock Mounts, 8-8115
Shocks, Shackle Bushings, Brake hoses, E-brake cables, HD Bump stops and a Drop pitman arm.
#5000S-MD System S: 66-75 Bronco, Medium Duty Leafs $2395
#5001S-MD System S: 76-77 Bronco, Medium Duty Leafs $2395
#5000S-HD System S: 66-75 Bronco, Heavy Duty Leafs $2395
#5001S-HD System S: 76-77 Bronco, Heavy Duty Leafs $2395

System M

Double shocks are a must for all 66-77 Broncos, not just off-roaders. They’re always the ﬁrst improvement we make. Double shocks
improve handling, braking, all-around performance, prevent wheel
hop and remove body sway. By keeping the tires on the ground
they improve cornering on pavement and dirt, and help to control
axle-wrap. We cannot overstate the importance of double shocking
a Classic Bronco. The belief that double shocks are “too stiff” is just
a myth. When properly valved shocks are used, they compliment
properly designed springs.

Classic Front
Double Shock
Mounts
We’ve been selling these
simple Classic heavy duty
weld-on brackets to add a
shock to the front of your
stock coil tower for over 40
years! Shocks sold separately.
#5101 Ft Double Shock
Mounts, 66-77 Bronco $59

Classic Rear Double Shock Mounts

#5101 & 5500 Ft & Rear Double Shock
Mounts Combo $110 Buy Together & Save

“I have a complete suspension package from
you and it dominates the dirt! Thanks for
supplying the average Joe with the best
equipment on Earth! James Duff Kicks A**!!”
—Alex Grage, Lake Vallecito, CO

Classic Shock Mounts

Double Shocks

Designed like the original factory
mounts, these weld onto the front
side of the axle. Made of a high
quality solid steel shaft machined
on the end. Uses the same shock as
in the original rear position. Can
also be used as a replacement for a
stock mount. Note: Early ‘66’s had
a stud/eye stock mount, for maximum performance, we recommend
replacing them with these. Shocks
sold separately. Minor sheetmetal
trimming is necessary.
#5500 Rear Double Shock Mounts, 66-77 Bronco $55

You gotta watch Ben at Bronco events, He’ll hop in with
whoever he thinks is leaving ﬁrst! After all, Bronco
people are all family! In this case it was expert Bronco
toymaker Jeff Breckenridge’s Show Winner from
Pennsylvania at the MEB Spring Round in Gore, VA.
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Stage 1 Shock Mounts

Original Stage 1 Dual Shock Hoops

Our original hoop shock mounts for 66-77 Broncos offer all the beneﬁts of double shocks and
increase front wheel travel to 9 1/2 inches. By removing the travel limiting factory shock tower
we have created the ultimate setup for an all-around Bronco. The hoops use our 70/30 eye-eye
shocks for a minimum of bushing wear and a maximum of performance. The hoops bolt on and
utilize the same weld-on lower mount as our #5101 double shock mounts. They come zinc plated
for corrosion resistance and should also be welded to the frame for additional strength. If your
Bronco already has our #5101 double shock mounts, they can be bolted through the hoop and
used as heavy duty braces. If you would like to mount both shocks behind the coil we have an
new kit to do this, #5201-2. It includes lower mounts, sleeves and bolts for the upper mount.
#5201 Dual Shock Hoops $239
#5201-2 Behind the Coil Kit $49

Note: Shown with
our #5101 shock
mount used as a
heavy duty brace.

#5201-2
Behind the Coil Kit

Troy’s well tested and
mud drenched 5201’s
with the 5201-2 kit

Mt. Rainier, PSVB Run @ Evans Creek , Washington

Stage 1 Rear Shock Mounts
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Now a version for those of you without a
body lift! By utilizing angled shock mounting and removing the travel limiting stock
mounts these new mounts will give you
more travel than our Classic rear mounts
and help control axle wrap more effectively. Zinc plated, bolt and weld-on
design. May require minor sheet metal
trimming depending on the condition of
your body mounts. Shocks sold separately.
#5215 Stage 1 Rear Shock Mounts $169

Note: Only
minor
sheetmetal
trimming is
necessary.
NO cutting into
your interior!

These hoops use our new 15” travel shocks, the longest in the Bronco
market! These mounts take advantage of the extra clearance in the fender wells created with a body lift. They allow you to mount the shocks in
any of three positions, one in front and two in back of the coil! Allowing your suspension to really perform without being limited by shorter
shocks. Requires a 2 or 3” body lift for proper ﬁt without inner fender
modiﬁcation. Zinc plated, bolt and weld-on design.
#5212 Stage 2 Long Travel Hoops, at least 2” body lift required $249

Eric Ford @ PSVB Anniversary Run, Sequim, WA
35x12.5x15 Goodyear MTR

Stage 2 Shock Mounts

Stage 2 Long Travel Shock Hoops

Stage 2 Shock Mounts
Utilize the Extra Space
Created with a Body Lift

Stage 2 Rear Shock Mounts

Designed to maximize the suspension travel by removing the limiting stock shock mounts. These
mounts take advantage of the extra clearance above the frame created with a body lift. By utilizing
angled shock mounting and 12” travel shocks, you get 15” of vertical travel on the 3 1/2” lift! Zinc
plated, bolt and weld-on design. Requires a 2 or 3” body lift and minor sheet metal trimming. Shocks
sold separately.
#5214 Stage 2 Rear Shock Mounts, at least 2” body lift required $169

Passenger side with 2” body lift.
Only minor trimming necessary.
NO cutting into interior!

Ben stares in awe of the rear ﬂex in Moab, Utah
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Stage 3 Radius Arms & Components

The Original

Stage 3
Tubular Extended Radius Arms

•10 3/4” longer than stock— Moving the pivot point farther back vastly improves suspension travel and articulation. It
also improves handling and control for on road driving.
•Fabricated from all new materials— no core charges, no cutting
or welding to 30-45 year old cast arms.
•Built in caster (4.25°) means better alignment and handling. The
arm itself is offset to clear larger tires and maximize articulation. Not
just for hard core use they make a great improvement in street ride
•Fabricated out of .313” heavy wall DOM tube and 1/4” plate steel. For strength and
safety we designed a separate cast iron head unit to wrap around the C-wedges on the axle
with your original C-cap or our new ones sold separately.
•A tight to the frame rear mount holds the arm with a 1” bore Teﬂon lined and lubricated
Rod End, keeping it closer to the frame for improved ground clearance and breakover angle.
Tons of travel, a tighter turning radius, better ground clearance and improved handling all in one
product! Blue powdercoated for long lasting good looks. Includes arms, head units, rod ends, frame
mounts, bushings and all necessary mounting hardware. Bolt on installation, but some welding recommended. Requires at least a 3” suspension lift.
#5350 Stage 3 Radius Arms, 66-77 EB $699
Note: There may be clearance issues with our
headers made before 12-2001, some exhausts and
transfercase skid plates. Removing auxiliary gas tank is recommended for welding.

C-Bushings

There is 4.25° caster built in to the arms, however you will need the appropriate
C-Bushings to for your amount of lift. Our experience has lead us
to the following general applications:
EB 3.5” lift: #6004 4° C Bushings $29

Radius Arm C-Caps

Exact reproductions of stock caps, cast of
ductile steel. Combine with
our Radius Arms and Axle
Wedges and you can put a
Dana 44 or 60 under just
about anything! Come bare.
#5341 Radius Arm C-Caps, pair $85
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You can see these arms in action throughout the catalog on Hi
Ho Silver, many customers’ rigs and even on Hi Ho Loco with
42” Iroks and Coilovers. They have been beat on and tested
for over ten years with many setups and vehicles, but to get
maximum travel, these arms are designed to be used with Duff
engineered components! Results may vary with other conﬁgurations.

Actual size of
the 2” diameter,
.313” wall DOM
tube we use for
our radius arms.
It takes 400 tons
to bend them!

RACE
TESTED

rock

proven

A kit specially for the Big Boys to install our Long Travel Arms on the C-channeled frames. Includes
arms, head units, rod ends, 2 piece frame mounts (that sandwich the frame), tranny crossmember
brackets, riser brackets for the brake lines, bushings and all necessary mounting hardware. Tons of
travel, a tighter turning radius, better ground clearance and improved handling all in one product!
Blue powdercoated for long lasting good looks. Bolt on installation, but some welding recommended.
Requires at least a 3” suspension lift.
#5351 Radius Arms, 78-79 BB,
1967-79 Trucks $699

Stage 3 Tubular Radius Arms for Solid Axle Swaps

A kit just for you Full Size guys to install our Long Travel Radius Arms on the C-channeled framed
Broncos. This kit includes our proven arms, crossmember brackets and specially designed frame
brackets with a backside reinforcement. Combine with our Cast C-Wedges and C-Caps to swap in
a solid Dana 44 or Dana 60! We’ve got a little something up our sleeves...
We recently installed one of these kits on Ted Nugent’s (Formerly Zebra
Striped) ‘82/’92 Fullsize for Stacey David’s Gearz TV. Some
of the other parts used will also be evolving into production items. Keep your eyes on our website for updates.
#5352 SA Swap Bronco II, 83-97 Ranger $699
#5353 SA Swap Arms, 80-96 Bronco $699

C-Bushings

There is 4.25° caster built in to the arms, however you will need the
appropriate C-Bushings to for your amount of lift. Our experience has
lead us to the following general applications:
78-79 Bronco:
2-4” lift: #6002 2°C Bushings $29
5-6” lift: #6004 4°C Bushings $29
6-7” lift: #6006 6.25° C Bushings $29
7”+ lift: #6007 7° C Bushings $39

Axle Wedges

These wedges are designed
to weld onto a 2 3/4” O.D.
tube Dana 44 but with just Exclusive
a little grinding ﬁt 3” housings like high pinion Dana
44 and Dana 60. Cast to ﬁt a C bushing
exactly like original. Come bare.
#5340 Axle Wedges, set of 4 $85

Slim Carter, Ferrum, VA
Parts Flyin! ‘78 Bronco Truggy
8” total lift, 39.5” IROKS
60 front, 14 bolt rear, Propane,
NP435
Michael Crouch’s SAS’d
‘96 Rocky Mount, VA

Stage 3 Radius Arms & Components

Stage 3 Tubular Extended Radius Arms
for 78-79 Bronco & F-Series

80-96 Bronco SAS:
Same as 78-79 Bronco but they will vary depending on
what degree the C-Wedges are welded onto the housing.
Bronco II & 83-97 Ranger SAS:
3-4” lift: #6004 4°C Bushings $29
5-6” lift: #6006 6.25° C Bushings $29
6”+ lift: #6007 7° C Bushings $39

Dana 60 Radius Arm Spacer Kit

Don’t want to grind down the wedges for
your install? These machined steel blocks
ﬁll up the gap created by the
larger diameter axle tube.
Kit includes machined steel
blocks and proper length
Grade 8 Bolts.
#5351-60 Spacer Kit $50 Exclusive
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Suspension Components

Adjustable Radius Arm Drop Brackets

Lifting causes a loss in caster, causing wandering and loose steering. With this
state-of-the-art adjustable drop bracket, you can reclaim that lost caster and
have great handling again. We offer our urethane “C” bushings up to 7°, but that
may not be enough adjustment for your vehicle. If you have already installed new
“C” bushings, it allows you to correct for the additional amount of caster you may
need; 1°, 2°, or 4°. Zinc plated for long life and good looks. Mounts using our
urethane strut bushings, #6100 (sold separately). Cutting & welding are required
for installation. Dropping auxiliary gas tank is necessary for installation.
#5430 Radius Arm Drop Brackets, 66-77 Bronco $225

Steering Stabilizer & Brackets

Tired of having to wrestle with the steering wheel when driving on rough
terrain? Stabilizers help reduce caster shimmy, steering wheel jerk and
protect your steering components. Our stabilizer has all of the quality
design characteristics as our shocks. It has a collapsed length of 12 1/8”
and extends to 20.5” leaving the Bronco’s great short turning radius
intact. Comes with urethane bushings and blue boot. Brackets sold separately. Can also be used to replace a worn out stock stabilizer.
#8101 Steering Stabilizer, 66-77 Bronco $35
#5475 Mounting Brackets, 66-77 Bronco $45
#8101 & #5475 Purchase together & save Combo $75

Rod Ends & Weld in Adapters

We are now offering the great high quality components from our suspensions separately. These high quality Rod Ends feature a tough selflubricating, self-sealing Teﬂon/Kevlar liner and increased cross-sectional thickness for greater tensile strength. Jam nuts sold separately.
Weld in adapters are the same we use for our Radius Arms, 4 link Suspensions and Torque Tamers.
#8700 LH 1x1.25” Diameter Rod End, Left Hand Thread $55 each
#8700 RH 1x1.25” Diameter Rod End, Right Hand Thread $55 each
Orders & Tech
#8702 LH 3/4” Rod End Left Hand Thread $25 each
865.938.6696 m-f 10-6 EST
#8702 RH 3/4” Rod End Right Hand Thread $25 each
#8710 LH 1.25” Weld-in Threaded Adapter (1 3/8” ID) $20 each
#8710 RH 1.25” Weld-in Threaded Adapter (1 3/8” ID) $20 each
#8712 LH 3/4” Weld-in Threaded Adapter (1.25” ID) $15 each
#8712 RH 3/4” Weld-in Threaded Adapter (1.25” ID) $15 each
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#8720 LH 1.25”-12 Jam Nut for 1” Rod End $4 each
#8720 RH 1.25”-12 Jam Nut for 1” Rod End $4 each
#8722 LH 3/4”-16 Jam Nut for 3/4” Rod End $3 each
#8722 RH 3/4”-16 Jam Nut for 3/4” Rod End $3 each

#5100

HD Coil Spring Towers

#5110

Doing a four link or something custom? Rotted out stock towers? Our exclusive heavy duty 1/4” plate coil spring
towers work as replacements for those rusted or bent-up stock buckets or for those doing a custom suspension. Will
work with Early Bronco or 78-79 Bronco (5 1/2” diameter) coil springs. Rears are 4” shorter than fronts. Zinc plated,
welding required, come as a pair. Zinc plated upper coil retainer tabs are included with both but are also available separately.
#5110A Ft. Coil Spring Tower $125
#5111A Rear Coil Spring Tower $125
#5100 Upper Coil Retainer Tabs, pair $12

Suspension Components

Exclusive

#5111

HD Lower Coil Spring Retainers

Exclusive

Had a coil pop out under maximum ﬂex? We have! So we designed
these heavy duty replacements to securely hold your coils in place.
This allows full ﬂex (of even the last wrap!) without fear
of your coil popping loose! Our simple but effective
one piece design replaces both of the OE pieces. It sits
ﬂat on top of the radius arm or our 4Link truss, also
reducing coil bowing. Combine with our axle wedges
for axle conversions. Zinc plated for rust resistance.
Fits EB & 78-79 (5 1/2” diameter) Coil springs.
#5120 HD Lower Coil Cups $75 pair

#4121

#4120

OEM Style Coil Spring
Cups & Seats
OEM style replacements for those rusted,
warped or bent-up cups and seats.
#4120 Cup/Seat (lower) $30 each
#4121 Retainer (inner) $25 each

shop 24/7 on our cart site:
www.dufftuff.com

Mike Sterling shows the Florida visitors a good time on Bailie’s Boulders
at Oklahoma Classic Broncos Roundup.
OCBR is held at Superlift ORV Park in
Hot Springs, Arkansas. 2010 was a wonderful family oriented event (as always)
with great wheeling, good times and
122 registered Broncos. Dates for 2011
will be September 22-24th. For more
info visit: okclassicbroncos.net
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Stage 4-Link Suspension

Stage 4-Link Rear Suspensions

Our four link systems are for the Bronco enthusiast who wants to take their
rig to the next level- but without all the fuss! Our High Clearance, Dual
Triangulated design comes with everything needed for a High Articulation
Early Bronco four link.
•Axle mounts are made easy with our weld on truss assembly. Includes
upper and lower link attachments, shock mounts, coil cup & seat mounts
all custom laser cut and engineered for extra strength. Our new heavy duty
lower coil retainers keep your springs held tight under full droop.
•Frame brackets can be welded where you want them, allowing you to
stretch your wheelbase up to 2” without crossmember modiﬁcation.
•Lower links are made with the same huge 2” OD .313” wall DOM tube as
our Radius Arms, tough enough to take any abuse from trail obstacles. Blue
powdercoated and ﬁnished off with left and right hand threaded 1” rod ends
for easy adjustment.
‘
•Upper links are blue powdercoated 1 1/2” OD .120 wall DOM with left and right hand threaded 3/4” Rod ends for adjustment for varying lift
heights.
•Blue powercoated Progressive Coil Springs give approximately 5 1/2” of lift (depending on weight of/or vehicle setup). Our exclusive zinc
plated weld on Coil Buckets can be installed to achieve different ride heights.
•Zinc plated shock mount crossmember has two inboard and two outboard shock mounts, creating a more stable ride with less body roll. Includes 4 Duff shocks and lower shock mounts. No cutting into the body (only minor trimming of wheel well lip) needed with 2” body lift.
A REAL Complete Bronco speciﬁc system ready to deliver amazing articulation and offroad stability. Welding required. Exhaust modiﬁcations
likely, may require relocating a brake hose bracket or e-brake cable. We do not recommend these kits for vehicles that are driven regularly on
the road or at high speeds as the softer suspension can cause excessive body roll in a panic situation.
#5360 Stage 4-Link Rear Suspension $1,495
#5360 DIY 4-Link Suspension** $995
#5000T System T: Monster System with 4-Link, 66-75 $2995
#5001T System T: Monster System with 4-Link, 76-77 $2995

** DIY version for use with
coilovers or air shocks. Includes
upper, lower links, axle truss
assembly and frame brackets.

?’s
Not sure if this is for
you? Our techs will
help you decide.
m-f 10-6 EST
865.938.6696
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Traction. The dual triangulated design
keeps the tires on the ground- where you want
them! Much like adding traction bars to a leaf
spring suspension, the upper and lower links
locate the axle but allow it to travel up and
down and articulate without side to side and
axle wrapping motion. This puts all your power
to the wheels along with the added bonuses
of an amazingly smooth ride, reduced u-joint
failure and an improved departure angle.

Stage 4-Link Suspension

4

What is a Four Link Suspension
and why do I need one?

One Ton Stage 4-Link Suspension

Our One-Ton 4 Link Suspensions ﬁt Sterling 10 1/4, 14 Bolt and Dana 60 & 70. The contents
and speciﬁcations are all the same as our 9” kits with the exception of the axle housing truss.
The One ton systems utilizes a Heavy Duty 1/2” Plate Steel one piece truss that bolts to the
appropriate heavy duty diff guard to prevent spinning the axle tubes. Upper link mounts are
made of 3/8” plate in a low proﬁle design for maximum clearance. Dana 70HD will require
some modiﬁcation.
** DIY version for use with coilovers
#5370 4-Link Suspension for One-Ton, specify diff $1,695
or air shocks. Includes upper, lower
#5371-10 Diff Guard for Sterling 10 1/4
links, axle truss assembly and frame
#5371-14 Diff Guard for 14 Bolt
brackets.
#5370 DIY** 4-Link Suspension, specify diff $1195
#5371-67 Diff Guard for Dana 60-70
#5000V System W: Monster System & One Ton 4-Link, 66-75 $2995
All prices includes diff guard.
#5001V System W: Monster System & FW 4-Link, 76-77 $2995

Contents are the same as the 9” kit at left with the
exception of the truss and diff rings.

10 1/4 Sterling

Dana 60-70

14 Bolt
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Suspension Components

Tracking Bar Basics:

The track-bar locates the body/frame in relation to the front axle. The
track bar connects the passenger side of the front axle up to the driver
side frame rail. When you lift a Bronco, the axle shifts toward the driver
side. If the vehicle is already lifted, view it from the front and see if the
tires are centered underneath the body. Some people try to correct this
by sectioning and lengthening the stock bar, we do not recommend this,
track bar modiﬁcation is not something to be taken lightly as it holds
your front end under the vehicle! There are several ways to deal with
the axle shift. We have drop brackets to lower the stock bar at it’s frame
attaching point-- these drop the bar a standard 3”. The standard drop
bracket is included with our 3 1/2” lift kits. The heavy duty version of
this bracket comes with our 5 1/2” kit, it wraps around the frame for extra
strength as stress on the frame can lead to stress cracks in the frame rail.
The raise bracket attacks the problem from the other end by raising up the
bar’s axle side mount and is the one you need if you are doing a knuckle
ﬂip. The adjustable track bar mounts either in the original location or
with a drop or raise and has enough threaded length adjustment to cover
up to a 6” lift. It is also ideal for ﬁne tuning your adjustment.

Track
Bar
Drop
Brackets

Our basic drop bracket (included in our 3 1/2”
lifts) re-centers the front end with 3” of drop.
The shorter tracking bar on 66-75’s magniﬁes the
problem, so we’ve given that drop bracket a 2 position adjustment to match the needs of each vehicle.
Recommended for use with 3-4” of lift. Comes blue
powdercoated with mounting hardware. Welding is
required.
#5405 66-75 $49
#5401 76-77 $49
#5401

Heavy Duty Track Bar
Drop Brackets

Our heavy duty brackets still drops the track
bar 3” but with a wraparound design that
completely covers the stock bracket and reinforces the frame. Made of heavy duty 1/4”
plate steel, includes hardware. Recommended
for use with 35”+ tires and a must have for
rock crawlers. Included in our 5.5” systems.
#5407 66-75 $99
#5409 76-77 $99

Adjustable Track Bar
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With up to 3” of adjustability this will allow you to ﬁne tune
your track bar to get the front end centered under your rig and
help correct steering woes. Work with up to 6” of lift on 66-77,
9” of lift on 78-79. Black powdercoated, includes poly bushings.
#5403 Adj. Track Bar, 66-75 $139.95
#5404 Adj. Track Bar, 76-77 $139.95
#5408 Adj. Track Bar, 78-79 Bronco $149.95

#5409
#5407

Track Bar Raise Bracket

We now have an alternative to the drop bracket-- the raise
bracket aligns the track bar from the bottom by raising the axle
mounting location. Necessary for installation of our Knuckle Flip
Kit. For use with 3.5”+ lift. Comes black painted with mounting
hardware. Welding is required.
#5406 Tracking Bar Raise Bracket, 66-77 $69

All of our springs feature Teﬂon wear pads (for quiet operation and
less friction), tapered ends and double wrap main eye mounting
for superior strength, maximum articulation and ride quality. All
springs come with spring-eye bushings. We specially engineer our
springs to provide better resistance to axle wrap, give maximum
articulation and longevity, while providing an excellent ride.

Our “Old Blue” showing her stuff: 3.5” “Monster” with HD
11 leafs +2” Body lift with 35x15.5 TSL SX on 15x10 rims

11 Leaf Springs

Medium duty springs are recommended for stock to lighter weight vehicles. Not
intended for trailer towing. The heavy duty springs are designed with added
weight capacity for a hard top, tire carrier, or rear passengers on a regular
basis. With these springs, ride and articulation are not hampered in order to
handle the extra weight. These leafs work great for handling the extra load of
heavy bumpers combined with all the necessary tools and spare parts that go
along with trail use. If you have any questions please give us a call. We’d be
happy to discuss with you about which leaf packs will best suit your needs.
#5570 3 1/2” Lift 11 Leaf springs, Heavy Duty, pair $459
#5580 3 1/2” Lift 11 Leaf springs, Medium Duty, pair $459
#5585 5 1/2” Lift 11 Leaf springs, Medium Duty, pair $459
#5600 5 1/2” Lift 11 Leaf Springs, Heavy Duty, pair $459

Suspension Components

Leaf Spring Basics:

Medium Duty Spring:
For Stock or lighter weight vehicles.
Soft Top, stock bumpers.
Not intended for trailer towing.

Heavy Duty Spring:
For Heavier vehicles. Frequent rear
passengers, Gas Can, Hard Top,
Heavy Bumpers, Tools & Parts,
Large Spare Tire, Ice Chest

Shackle Bushings & Hardware

When replacing your springs replace your old & worn out
bushings & rusted hardware. #6380 includes spring eye,
shackle bushings and sleeves for 2 1/4” springs. #6381 is
shackle bushings only. Bolt kit includes Grade 8 replacement
bolts, nuts & washers for springs & shackles.
#6380 2 1/4” wide $35
#6381 Shackle Bushings $15
#6385 Spring & Shackle Replacement Bolt Set $20

U-Bolts

Made of high strength 1541
material so they won’t stretch.
1 3/4” longer than original
with rolled ﬁne threads and
Zinc plated for corrosion resistance. Lock nuts included.
#5920 66-75 Bronco $35
#5924 76-77 Bronco $35

Solid Steel Leaf Shims

Improper pinion angle can lead to driveline vibration
and premature u-joint & cv-joint failure. Not all 3 1/2” lifts will
require a pinion adjustment but going up to 5 1/2” will result in a
driveline angle that will need corrected. These steel shims bolt on
to the bottom of your leaf packs with longer center pins included.
To determine the proper amount we recommend taking measurements before and after installing your suspension. The optimum
angle is 2°. For more measuring info, please call.
#5542 2° Leaf Shim Kit $49
#5544 4° Leaf Shim Kit $49
#5546 6° Leaf Shim Kit $49
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Traction Bars

Traction Bar Basics:

Traction Bars hold the axle in place during acceleration and
braking. This improves traction and directional stability on
raised vehicles especially. Overall, they help eliminate shackle
and driveshaft problems during sudden stops, hill climbing and
rough trails. They also reduce the chance of broken springs
due to rough terrain with heavy loads. Excellent for high
horsepower rigs used in the sand dunes or for mudding. They
help to control wheel hop and axle wrap (the Bronco “clunk”).
When used with our double shocks and high strength U-bolts
they will reduce broken u-joints.

Classic Traction Bars
Axle Wrap: The rear axle rotating in the U-bolts.
Repeated axle rotation causes wear on the driveshaft,
U-joints, U-Bolts and axle housing.

Simple in design and function, attach above the springs so they
don’t catch on trail obstacles. Come black painted with blue
polyurethane bushings. Will not ﬁt with overloads.
#5300 66-77 Bronco, 78+up Big Bronco & F150 $99.95

Bronco “clunk”: Caused by the driveshaft snapping from
extended to shortened position on acceleration due to the
axle’s rotation.

Torque Tamer Long Travel Traction Bar
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With low-geared axles and high torque motors, soft long travel leaf
springs distort under power—this can cause damage to springs and
blow u-joints. Ordinary long tube, ﬁxed mount traction bars limit
travel as the rear axle cycles up and down because the axle also needs
to move back and forth. Our new traction bar has a
“V” frame designed center link for strength
and utilizes a specially designed shackle to
eliminate axle wrap. The bar runs between the
mufﬂers, paralleling the drive line; protecting
it. It also maintains proper u-joint and CV angles
under power. The main bar attaches to a high clearance cross-member and shackle. The crossmember mounts up between the frame
rails for maximum clearance and helps
protect your CV joint and output shaft
from trail obstacles. Compatible with our
Dual Exhaust system; other systems may require
some modiﬁcation. Welding brackets to the housing is
required. Kit now includes two sets of axle brackets in order
to ﬁt either early or late 9” axle housings.
#5326 Torque Tamer, 1966-77 Bronco $289

We avoided body lifts for years, mostly because of safety issues.
We’ve seen too many unsafe and improperly installed kits. By creating a line of accessories to install with a body lift, we have virtually
eliminated the need for cutting and welding. Along with giving
you a checklist of possible problems associated with a body lift, we
ﬁnally feel comfortable selling them. Some of the things you may
have to address, depending on your vehicle, are:
Radiator/Fan Shroud: Many don’t believe it is necessary to move
the radiator when body lifting. We do. For proper cooling system
efﬁciency, your radiator (and shroud) should be centered in front of
your fan. We have added 2” drop brackets for lowering yours back
down to stock height.
#3111 Extended Lower Radiator Brackets, set $49.75
Shift linkage: C4’s will need extended shift linkage. We prefer this
simple bolt on extension, otherwise cutting and welding an extension into the linkage is necessary. Attaches to the stock shift bar at
the transmission and extends it to connect to the stock linkage.
#2109 C4 Shift Linkage Extension, 2” Body Lift $25

2” Body Lift

These kits will give that extra bit of clearance around the tires.
These 2” poly blocks will not deteriorate and mount between the
body and frame. We recommend that the body mounts (#6391) be
replaced at the same time. Comes with detailed instructions and
necessary bolts, washers and components. Use of the accessories
sold separately and or professional welding required. Combo kit
includes body mounts and appropriate hardware.
#6425 2” Body Lift, 66-77 Bronco $109.50
#6435 2” Body Lift, Body Mounts & Hardware Combo $149.95

Body Lifts & Components

Body Lift Basics:

Clutch rod: Replaces the stock clutch linkage rod. Otherwise cutting
and welding an extension into the linkage is necessary.
#2108 Extended Clutch Linkage, 2” Body Lift $25

#2108 $25
#2109
$25

Brake Lines from Master Cylinder to the Proportioning valve
or Block valve: These stainless steel braided hoses replace the old
factory rubber and hard line hoses from the master cylinder to the
proportioning valve. See page 29 for complete description.
#3742CK Stainless Brake Lines $89
Gas tank ﬁller hoses: See page 41 for complete descriptions.
#4407 $24.95 or #4408 Gas Filler Hose $19.50
E-Brake Cables: High quality, easy to install universal replacement
cable can replace any of the three sections on all years. See page 29
for complete description.
#3756 Universal Cable (3 needed) $35 each
Bumper Height: Body lifts will create a gap between your bumpers
and body. You may feel its necessary to move up your bumpers. We
also have body lift versions of our Bumpers.

Blue Billet 2”
Body Lift

For the Bronco owner who
wants to go that little extra
bit in the details we have this
great looking body lift. This
new kit includes blue anodized
aluminum body spacers, detailed
instructions and necessary bolts and washers. We recommend that
the body mounts (#6391) be replaced at the same time. Use of the
accessories sold separately and or professional welding required.
#6430 Blue Billet 2” Body Lift, 66-77 Bronco $149.95
#6440 Blue Billet 2” BL, Body Mts & Hardware Combo $199.95
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Polyurethane Bushings

Why Polyurethane Bushings?

Twenty-ﬁve miles south of Ensenada in the 1969 Baja 500, our stock rubber bushings
actually disappeared! By our next race, we had installed urethane strut arm bushings
(in black to get by race ofﬁcials.) The black urethane bushings drew little attention
until we decided to offer them in blue. Polyurethane is far superior to rubber because
it is not degraded by ozone, is wear resistant, and is self lubricating. It also withstands
temperature extremes, absorbs vibrations and is resistant to automotive and road
chemicals. After the struts, the tracking bar and C-bushings were quick to follow. Each
bushing’s rebound and compression needs were determined and then the bushings were
formulated and engineered for optimum performance. C-Bushings have actually been
known to fall out. We patented our C-Bushings with retaining lips to keep them from
slipping out, and various degrees of caster adjustment for proper alignment. Beware,
other brands are hand poured which are poor quality due to inconsistencies in the
material. We use injection molding for the best quality bushings available!

“C” Bushings

With positive caster adjustment built in, our C bushings will help
recover the steering control lost from lift kits and wear and tear.
We designed special retaining
lips to counteract the “slipout” problem, experienced
especially by 78-79 F150s
& Broncos. The lips also hold
the front axle ﬁrmly in place. These are the best quality injection
molded bushings available. Fit 66-79 Broncos, F100 & F150s.
#6002 2° C Bushings, stock height $29
#6004 4° C Bushings, 1 - 2 1/2” lift $29
#6006 6.25° C Bushings, 3 - 4” lift (5.5” with #5350) $29
#6007 7° C Bushings, 4.5”+ lift $39

Tracking Bar
Bushings

Stock bushings go away fast— kissing
curbs will even do it! Worn out tracking bar bushings are the number one
cause of front end shimmy. These are
two piece polyurethane with metal sleeves for easy installation
in minutes. Included in our 14 pc. kits. Note: #6109 is for 76-77
Broncos which have an oval bushing at one end of the track bar.
#6108 66-75 Bronco, 66-79 F100-50, 78-79 Bronco $11.50
#6109 76-77 Bronco with disc brakes $11.50

Shock End Bushings
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Blue polyurethane shock ends. These styles ﬁt most applications.
1 pack does 2 ends.
#6200 Top Spear Stud 7/16” I.D. x 1 1/4” OD $5
#6202 Eye Mt. Hourglass 5/8” I.D. 1 1/2” long $5

14 piece Bushing Kit

This kit contains injection molded C bushings, strut arm bushings,
split tracking bar bushings and sleeves. When you have the front
end apart, it makes good sense to replace all the bushings at once,
and you save money over purchasing individually. The kit ﬁts
66-79 Broncos, F100 & F150s. The best way to determine which
kit your truck needs is to have a caster reading taken at a front
end shop. However, our experience has lead us to the following
general applications.
#6502* 2° Kit, for stock height $49
#6504* 4° Kit, up to 2.5” lift (or higher with #5350 Radius
Arms or #5430 Drop Brackets) $49
#6506* 6.25° Kit, 3 - 4” lift $49
#6507* 7° Kit, 4.5”+ lift $59
*NOTE: To order, add “E” for 66-75 / “L” for 76-77

Strut Arm Bushings

Rubber strut arm bushings allow wheel
movement backward and forward, which
creates the pulling associated with panic
stops. Our durable polyurethane bushings hold
the front end ﬁrmly in place for greater control.
#6100 66-79 Bronco, F100 thru F350 (2/4WD) $19
#6102 80-91 Bronco, F100 thru 350 & E350 (2/4WD)$19

Stock rear bump stops are too small and soft for the job and are frequently
torn or missing. These are a progressive design which means the harder you
come down on them, the more cushion comes into effect. For F150s or
Broncos with 3” or more of lift use the heavy duty #6310 bump stops.
#6300 Front EB, F100 & F150, front, all heights $10.95
#6305 Rear Broncos only, stock $12.95
#6310 Rear Broncos**, 3”+ & F Series (all) $45
#6311 Mounting Plates, 66-77 Bronco, rear $29.95
#6312 Complete 2” Lift Set: #6300, 6310 & 6311 $76
#6315 Complete 3.5+” Lift Set: 2-#6310, 1 #6311 $99.95
**EBs require #6311, mounting plates to match frame holes.

#6305

#6315

Body Mounts
& Hardware

#6312

Polyurethane Bushings

Progressive Axle Bump Stops

Do you have excessive body roll, a sagging or misaligned body? Its probably
due to rotted out stock rubber
body mounts. A must for anyone
doing a frame up restoration or
body lift. These high quality
injection molded mounts includes
bolts & washers for non-body lifted height vehicles. Includes zinc
plated replacement inner sleeves,
washers and Nyloc Nuts. Fit 66-77.
#6391 Body Mounts & Hardware $99.95* *For combo kits with Body Lifts see pg. 23

Transfer Case Mounts
24 hrs on the web
www.jamesduff.com
or fax (865) 938.6746

Axle Pivot
or I-Beam
Bushings

We recommend replacing these with a lift because rubber ones
will wear out quickly due to increased angles
and access is easy at the time. For use with
the original outer sleeves. You can drill,
cut, or burn the old ones out. Fit 2/4WD,
F150-F350, Big Bronco, Ranger, Bronco II &
Explorer. Not for trucks with oval bushings.
#6390 Axle Pivot Bushings $19.95

Most rubber mounts have deteriorated from oil and grease or
worn out from age. This set of 4 durable urethane pieces with
zinc plated washers are easy to install at home with basic tools.
#6399 Transfer Case Mounts $29.95

Spring Eye Bushings

Replace your old & worn out bushings. Fit 66-77.
#6380 Spring Eyes & Shackles 2 1/4” wide $35
#6381 Shackle Bushings only $15
#6385 Spring & Shackle Bolt Set $20

Sway Bar Bushings

#6324 Ft 80+ F150, Bronco, 1 1/8” Bar and
Rear 78-9 Bronco /F150, 1 1/8” Bar $19.95
#6327 Ft 74-77 Bronco, 1” Bar $19.95
#6336 Rear 3/4” Bar $19.95
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